Discussion on the Development of Three-Dimensional Materials in Business English Teaching
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As a branch of English for Specific Purposes, Business English differs from General English in that it demands the teacher to design courses and develop materials according to the learners' language level requirements and job-specific requirements. Based on the communicative approach and the learning-centered approach, this paper, applying some world-wide famous Business English trainers' theories to our country's specific situation, elaborates the advantages of developing three-dimensional materials in Business English teaching and, more importantly, provides some suggestions to three-dimensional materials developers.
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Teach English to business English students and begin a rewarding, well-paid ESL job in China. There are plenty of excellent course materials for teaching business English on the market, such as Market Leader and Pearson products, and it is often necessary for the teacher to tailor the course and material according to the class being taught. Popular industries include international trade, hospitality, and the IT sector, for example, with each one having its own unique needs when it comes to what to teach. Often, schools will have PowerPoint slides and interactive whiteboards in the classroom with digital material to be used in class. It is common for business students to have an online course to teach business English like a total pro. It's a little different from general English, but we'll walk you through everything you need to know here. In order to achieve these goals, they need specific types of knowledge. It may be how to talk on the telephone, handle complaints, make and deliver a presentation, read analyses or write reports. Whatever it is, your students will not be successful unless you focus on what they need to know. But how are you supposed to know what they need if you've never worked in a business role yourself? You don't have to come in with a bag of tricks. Simply ask your students.